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The Psychology of Kundalini Yoga
2012-01-12

kundalini yoga presented jung with a model of something that was almost
completely lacking in western psychology an account of the development phases
of higher consciousness jung s insistence on the psychogenic and symbolic
significance of such states is even more timely now than then as r d laing
stated it was jung who broke the ground here but few followed him from the
introduction by sonu shamdasani jung s seminar on kundalini yoga presented to
the psychological club in zurich in 1932 has been widely regarded as a
milestone in the psychological understanding of eastern thought and of the
symbolic transformations of inner experience kundalini yoga presented jung
with a model for the developmental phases of higher consciousness and he
interpreted its symbols in terms of the process of individuation with
sensitivity toward a new generation s interest in alternative religions and
psychological exploration sonu shamdasani has brought together the lectures
and discussions from this seminar in this volume he re creates for today s
reader the fascination with which many intellectuals of prewar europe
regarded eastern spirituality as they discovered more and more of its
resources from yoga to tantric texts reconstructing this seminar through new
documentation shamdasani explains in his introduction why jung thought that



the comprehension of eastern thought was essential if western psychology was
to develop he goes on to orient today s audience toward an appreciation of
some of the questions that stirred the minds of jung and his seminar group
what is the relation between eastern schools of liberation and western
psychotherapy what connection is there between esoteric religious traditions
and spontaneous individual experience what light do the symbols of kundalini
yoga shed on conditions diagnosed as psychotic not only were these questions
important to analysts in the 1930s but as shamdasani stresses they continue
to have psychological relevance for readers on the threshold of the twenty
first century this volume also offers newly translated material from jung s
german language seminars a seminar by the indologist wilhelm hauer presented
in conjunction with that of jung illustrations of the cakras and sir john
woodroffe s classic translation of the tantric text the sat cakra nirupana

Summary of C. G. Jung's The Psychology of Kundalini
Yoga
2022-04-15T22:59:00Z

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book
insights 1 the kleśa of being a personality or individuality is the result of



the urge to divide and discriminate it is a natural instinctive form in which
libido first appears out of the unconscious according to tantric teaching
there is an urge to produce a personality something that is centered and
divided from other beings 2 the instinct of individuation is found everywhere
in life it is the urge to become a complete individual it is found in all
forms of life for life itself is individuated everything that has life is
individual but they are not necessarily conscious of it 3 the greek term
phobos is better than hatred as the principle of separation for us the west
fear is a more important cement than hatred but in india the gods are always
carrying weapons and weapons are not an expression of any particular love 4
when a person complains that he is always on bad terms with his wife or the
people he loves and that there are terrible scenes or resistances between
them you will see that he has been living in participation mystique with them
he has spread himself over them until he has become identical with them which
is a violation of the principle of individuality

The Psychology of Kundalini Yoga
1996

jung s seminar on kundalini yoga presented to the psychological club in
zurich in 1932 has been widely regarded as a milestone in the psychological



understanding of eastern thought and of the symbolic transformations of inner
experience kundalini yoga presented jung with a model for the developmental
phases of higher consciousness and he interpreted its symbols in terms of the
process of individuation in his introduction shamdasani explains why jung
thought that the comprehension of eastern thought was essential if western
psychology was to develop he goes on to orient today s audience toward an
appreciation of some of the questions that stirred the minds of jung and his
seminar group what is the relation between eastern schools of liberation and
western psychotherapy what connection is there between esoteric religious
traditions and spontaneous individual experience what light do the symbols of
kundalini yoga shed on conditions diagnosed as psychotic not only were these
questions important to analysts in the 1930s but as shamdasani stresses they
continue to have psychological relevance for readers on the threshold of the
twenty first century this volume also offers newly translated material from
jung s german language seminars a seminar by the indologist wilhelm hauer
presented in conjunction with that of jung illustrations of the cakras and
sir john woodroffe s classic translation of the tantric text the aj cakra
nirpaa



The Psychology of Kundalini Yoga
2015

jung s seminar of kundalini yoga presented to the psychology club in zurich
in 1932 has been widely regarded as a milestone in the psychological
understanding of eastern thought and the symbolic transformations of inner
experience with sensitivity towards a new generation s interest in
alternative religion and psychological exploration sonu shamdasani has
brought together the lectures and discussions from this seminar in this
volume he re creates for today s reader the fascination with which many
intellectuals of pre war europe regarded eastern spirituality as they
discovered more and more of its resources from yoga to tantric texts provided
by publisher

The Psychology of Kundalini Yoga
2019-04-09

this book is second part of the kundalini science series first and second
parts are also availab e it is the compiled form of blog posts those posts
are written by premyogi vajra a mystic yogi he is enlightened as well as he



has his kundalini awakened these all posts are related to kundalini one post
corresponds to one chapter premyogi vajra is writing about kundalini since 3
years ago when his kundalini awakened after one year long continued kundalini
yoga meditation he became amazed on seeing that nowhere kundalini had been
mentioned or described completely even kundalini had not been defined
properly he searched and read many kundalini awakening experiences but he
found none as genuine and complete although he found samadhi as mentioned in
patanjali yoga sutras as equivalent to kundalini but that was described in a
mystic and ancient way that was difficult to be understood by the laymen type
general public therefore inspired by these shortcomings he decided to present
every know how about kundalini in very simple or childish way keeping
everything at ground level true experiential scientific original practical
and intuitive that genuine honest and humane effort resulted into the
origination of this wonderful book that is why this book appears as a
blessing for kundalini seekers because it is not comfortable to read so many
blog posts together on glare producing screens therefore those posts were
presented in the form of a kindle e book that is comfortable and enjoying to
read as a result it is fully hoped that readers will find this book
spiritually uplifting and comfortable to read



Kundalini Science
2021-02-07

this book is second part of the kundalini science series it is the compiled
form of blog posts those posts are written by premyogi vajra a mystic yogi he
is enlightened as well as he has his kundalini awakened these all posts are
related to kundalini one post corresponds to one chapter premyogi vajra is
writing about kundalini since 3 years ago when his kundalini awakened after
one year long continued kundalini yoga meditation he became amazed on seeing
that nowhere kundalini had been mentioned or described completely even
kundalini had not been defined properly he searched and read many kundalini
awakening experiences but he found none as genuine and complete although he
found samadhi as mentioned in patanjali yoga sutras as equivalent to
kundalini but that was described in a mystic and ancient way that was
difficult to be understood by the laymen type general public therefore
inspired by these shortcomings he decided to present every know how about
kundalini in very simple or childish way keeping everything at ground level
true experiential scientific original practical and intuitive that genuine
honest and humane effort resulted into the origination of this wonderful book
that is why this book appears as a blessing for kundalini seekers because it
is not comfortable to read so many blog posts together on glare producing



screens therefore those posts were presented in the form of a kindle e book
that is comfortable and enjoying to read as a result it is fully hoped that
readers will find this book spiritually uplifting and comfortable to read

Kundalini Science
2022-09-25

account of the awakening of the kundalini process by philip st romain with
reflection on the meaning of this process from the perspective of christian
spirituality foreword by thomas keating appendices by james arraj 2nd edition
original work by crossroads ny 1991

Kundalini Energy and Christian Spirituality
2010-03-31

this text looks at the parallels between yoga practice and jungian analysis
focusing on jung s ideas as experienced through bodywork previously hidden
energy brings psyche and body together uniting them in sacred union that
gives birth to a new consciousness



Jung and Yoga
2001

an introduction to kundalini and the many ways it can awaken learn the
challenges and opportunities of kundalini rising and its relationship with
the chakra system be inspired by deboras unique journey and examples of her
work with clients included are self meditation techniques for the chakra
system and kundalini activation

Kundalini Empowering the Mind, Body, Heart and Soul
2017-02-25

what is consciousness and how can we awaken inside you will find a powerful
compass along with daily body mind practices to part the curtains around the
theater of the world come unfold your potential in 1932 renowned analyst dr
carl g jung gave 4 talks on the psychology of kundalini yoga you may know dr
jung for his work with archetypes ego functions of personality the shadow
self and other aspects of psyche this book adds to those it is a tour of his
words and wisdom on the chakras reorganized and couched in more everyday
language for the benefit of all what s inside dr jung s insights on the ego



consciousness and the unconscious an introduction to kundalini yoga the
chakras in jung s own words over fifty exercises for health happiness and
holiness science today s knowledge of the brain and larger nervous system
illuminates the fact of body mind connections advice tailored to each of the
jungian functions of personality sensing intuiting thinking and feeling
making sense of what jung called the transcendent function how entheogens
like ayahuasca can greatly aid awakening jung s views contrast with most
views of development today which either reduce human beings to biological
machines or seek to prop up the ego here you will find ways to remove
blinders and let go of unpleasant tensions false identifications and
excessive cares award winning ucla instructor and author dario nardi brings
together yoga dr jung s difficult lectures and neuroscience insights for over
a decade he has used brain imaging to understand personality and the impact
of various body mind practices

Jung on Yoga
2017-08-17

explores kundalini yoga and meditation while discussing the effects of
meditation on the energy centers of the body



Kundalini Awakening
1992

in the present book the author introduces the tantric methods of tibetan
buddhism and draws correlations between this practice and the teachings of
carl jung in a clear concise style breaux points out how many psychological
truths are woven into the fabric of the tantric doctrine the language of the
tantra is visionary abounding in symbols and metaphors produced spontaneously
in the meditations of ancient yogis at the heart of tantra is the experience
of a divine power within the human being that can be awakened the format of
the book begins in the root chakra and follows the path of your psychological
and spiritual continuum up through the chakras each chapter includes a
meditation practice employing tibetan tantric deities and procedures although
not a substitute for a genuine tanric teacher the book will enable readers to
experience the tantra through suggested meditation you enter the light within
when you step outside of your own shadow the basic drive to remember your
essential nature surges beneath all your fears desires and preconceptions
although they approach this process from opposite sides of the world both
tantra and jungian psychology aspire to fathom this mysterious process and
create the necessary conditions so spiritual transformation can occur



The Psychology Of The Esoteric
2004

personal biographical account of a kundalini awakening and the alchemical
process of transformation

Journey Into Consciousness
1998

accepting relentless impermanence as the ground of human experience words
from the soul derives a spiritual psychology from the mystery and poignancy
of time passage itself drawing from wittgenstein kierkegaard heidegger
foucault dostoyevsky buddhism kundalini yoga and twenty five years of
clinical mediation experience the author s epigrammatic insights into our
struggles with mortality gratitude apology and forgiveness make this book
relevant to psychotherapy and conflict resolution in a wide range of
professional settings in his exploration of the furthest reaches of human
development stuart sovatsky reveals the deepest potentials of the ensouled
body transforming our views of language sexuality ecstatic spiritualities and
of the human life cycle



The Guru's Gift
2013-12

coiled like a snake at the base of the spine kundalini is the spiritual force
that lies dormant in every human being once awakened often through meditation
and yoga practices it rises up the spine and finds expression in the form of
spiritual knowledge mystical vision psychic powers and ultimately
enlightenment this is the classic first person account of gopi krishna an
ordinary indian householder who at the age of thirty four after years of
unsupervised meditation suddenly experienced the awakening of kundalini
during his morning practice the story of this transformative experience and
the author s struggle to find balance amid a variety of powerful
physiological and psychic side effects forms the core of the book his
detailed descriptions of his dramatic inner experiences and symptoms such as
mood swings eating disorders and agonizing sensations of heat and of how with
the help of his wife he finally stabilized at a higher level of consciousness
make this one of the most valuable classics of spiritual awakening available



Words from the Soul
2016-03-22

though the modern world has given us many benefits and privileges it has also
burdened us with constant stimulation and endless expectations feeling
overwhelmed we become distracted from our life s purpose because we have lost
our path we feel emotionally physically and spiritually imbalanced and this
has left many of us stressed and anxious in the stressless brain i detail the
importance of building a relationship with yourself through the use of
kundalini meditation by incorporating yogic technology into your life you can
learn to govern your thoughts and emotions in a mindful manner meditation
offers you the tools to view your life with clarity so that you can respond
rather than react to stressful situations bridging the worlds of yogic
meditation psychology and science the stressless brain will help you
thoroughly understand stress and anxiety and how it affects your entire being
body mind and soul whether you are experiencing mental hardships from your
professional personal or romantic life my objective is for you to find
answers within yourself and make any necessary changes all through the
regular practice of meditation if you feel powerless then i hope the yogic
insight and meditational instructions provided in this book can give you the
strength to harness your mind and teach it to best serve you using kundalini



meditation you can find the courage to self reflect so that you can self
correct

Kundalini
2018-03-27

jung s illuminating lectures on the psychology of eastern spirituality
between 1933 and 1941 c g jung delivered a series of public lectures at the
swiss federal institute of technology eth in zurich intended for a general
audience these lectures addressed a broad range of topics from dream analysis
to the psychology of alchemy here for the first time are jung s illuminating
lectures on the psychology of yoga and meditation delivered between 1938 and
1940 in these lectures jung discusses the psychological technique of active
imagination seeking to find parallels with the meditative practices of
different yogic and buddhist traditions he draws on three texts to introduce
his audience to eastern meditation patañjali s yoga sûtra the amitâyur dhyâna
sûtra from chinese pure land buddhism and the shrî chakra sambhâra tantra a
scripture related to tantric yoga the lectures offer a unique opportunity to
encounter jung as he shares his ideas with the general public providing a
rare window on the application of his comparative method while also shedding
light on his personal history and psychological development featuring an



incisive introduction by martin liebscher as well as explanations of jungian
concepts and psychological terminology psychology of yoga and meditation
provides invaluable insights into the evolution of jung s thought and a vital
key to understanding his later work

The Stressless Brain
2018-07-10

controversial claims that c g jung founder of analytical psychology was a
charlatan and a self appointed demi god have recently brought his legacy
under renewed scrutiny the basis of the attack on jung is a previously
unknown text said to be jung s inaugural address at the founding of his cult
otherwise known as the psychological club in zurich in 1916 it is claimed
that this cult is alive and well in jungian psychology as it is practised
today in a movement which continues to masquerade as a genuine professional
discipline whilst selling false dreams of spiritual redemption in cult
fictions leading jung scholar sonu shamdasani looks into the evidence for
such claims and draws on previously unpublished documents to show that they
are fallacious this accurate and revealing account of the history of the
jungian movement from the founding of the psychological club to the
reformulation of jung s approach by his followers establishes a fresh agenda



for the historical evaluation of analytical psychology today

Psychology of Yoga and Meditation
2023-02-14

the purpose of kundalini yoga is to raise consciousness to awaken the
kundalini or serpent energy of the lowest chakra for the purpose of
increasing awareness bhajan 1977 1997 2003 khalsa 2009a this theoretical
dissertation engages in a dialogue between the indian tradition of kundalini
yoga and western depth psychology of c g jung using hermeneutic and
alchemical hermeneutic methods resulting in a culturally situated relational
understanding the researcher compares contrasts and synthesizes aspects of
both into a fusion of horizons gadamer 1976 p xix similar to individuation
the ultimate goal of jungian analysis kundalini mantras work with one s own
subtle vibrations to elevate consciousness and increase awareness of one s
own unconscious processes bhajan 2003 jung 1932 1976 krishna 1967 jung et al
1964 suggested that through the transcendent function in which there is a
tension between psychic opposites a third living intermediate thing is
created between the ego and the mysteries of life the third function is
similarly created in tantric philosophy which can serve as a bridge to a
higher level of consciousness and ultimately to psychic and spiritual healing



and freedom khalsa 2009a as society transitions from the piscean age into the
aquarian age the kundalini yogic technology has become increasingly vital in
navigating one s own consciousness and as a means of connecting to a greater
awareness for depth psychology and clinical psychology as a whole the
implications of this shift are enormously important what is needed for this
day and age is a new relationship to intuition emotion and instinct bhajan
2003 p 4 through the use of mantra and the vibratory sound current one can
access the divine or pure consciousness and move beyond where jung s depth
psychology left off beyond the opus the philosophers stone and beyond the
third coniunctio the experience of shuniya the stillness at the center of the
sound current has the power to penetrate one s heart lift the veils of maya
and karma so that one is able to see the reality of the pure self through
divine consciousness

Cult Fictions
2003-09-02

many people have heard of the extraordinary phenomenon of kundalini awakening
and a growing number have had firsthand experience in some cases involving
disturbing physical and psychological effects this classic work documents
numerous case studies to demystify the process and reassure victims who



sometimes fear for their own sanity

Kundalini Yoga for Body, Mind, & Beyond
2012

a creative integration of east west spirituality and depth psychology readers
travel through 7 worlds of deepening challenge and possibility in the
evolution of individual consciousness based on 3 authentic traditions
kundalini yoga and the chakra system christian mystic teresa of avila s
celebrated work interior castle and the integration of conscious and
unconscious in the work of carl jung

Transformative Power of Kundalini Yoga, Meditation
and Mantra
1987

kundalini and the violet flame together they will cleanse purify and heal
your spirit while some of us may be familiar with the kundalini shakti we may
not have heard about the violet flame or the purpose it can serve in our



spiritual awakening as kundalini and the violet flame explains this coming
together of the two dynamic energies can bring about a tremendous healing we
can get relief from physical ailments and find a resolution to our emotional
problems and challenging relationships this in turn leads to our spiritual
growth personal success and an exhilarating sense of all round well being if
you are already on the path or wish to start on a spiritual journey towards
greater self awareness kundalini and the violet flame will serve as a concise
yet invaluable guide it shows you how to release layers upon layers of
emotional barriers that are attached to the spiritual heart or the divine
spark that is inherent in every human being this book will help you achieve
the desired transformation with the promise of a more fulfilling and
purposeful life ahead

The Kundalini Experience
2005

the universal force known as kundalini has been shrouded in mystery for
centuries yet it influences our every breath thought and emotion with
awakening kundalini one of the west s most respected teachers and researchers
in the field explores this spiritual principle in unprecedented depth with
detailed guidance for discovering and working with it directly in india s



spiritual teachings kundalini is known as the principle within that compels
us to evolve and grow traditions across the globe have described it as a
force that lies dormant within us and when awakened connects us to the energy
of creation and profoundly elevates consciousness with his unique expertise
in modern psychology neuroscience meditation training and spiritual
traditions lawrence edwards clarifies the many dimensions of kundalini
awakening including practices and meditations for recognizing its
manifestations and preparing your body and mind to enter its expansive
empowering flow when worked with skillfully kundalini is the most profoundly
transformative power in our lives awakening kundalini makes available a
complete and practical resource for tapping into this force and realizing
your ability to live radically free awakening kundalini endorsements this
book is a revelation a grace filled opening loving message for the heart that
is a service to all of us beginner initiate sage it is a book about awakening
that inspires awakening it is a book about honoring the feminine that is a
true sacred marriage of the masculine and feminine remarkably clear and
beautifully poetic the book is elegant in the truest scientific consciousness
based way simple and so powerful lawrence edwards supportively guides us on
our own heroic journey in a way that demonstrates he is what he writes about
so humble and so wise a real teacher andrew hahn psyd licensed clinical
psychologist founder and director the guided self healing training institute
lawrence edwards has given us an incomparable gift one that i personally will



treasure for the rest of my life a detailed compassionate and brilliantly
clear guide to the greatest mystery and greatest revelation of our existence
it tells the story of his call through his early visionary experiences to the
profound process of awakening known in the yogic tradition as kundalini his
meeting with his indian teacher swami muktananda and how his life unfolded
from that fortuitous meeting drawing on the rich legacy of numerous
traditions including jungian western psychology and scientific research in
addition to traditional yogic and mystical ones his book is an incomparable
aid in taking us beyond the confines of the delusionary certainties of our
ego mind towards the experience of the deepest ground of our own being
kundalini known by other names in other spiritual traditions is the path of
reunion with the divine consciousness that lives and breathes in all of us
capable as he says of transforming our mind our body and every aspect of our
lives this is what might be called the direct path to union and there is no
one better qualified to explain and teach it or to accompany us on our own
mythic journey of discovery anne baring senior jungian analyst in the uk and
author of the dream of the cosmos a quest for the soul and the myth of the
goddess this book is an indispensable guide for anyone on the path of
spiritual awakening dr edwards has devoted his life to studying and
practicing the unfolding process of kundalini the subtle spiritual energy
within everyone that leads to the highest states of consciousness his depth
of knowledge personal experiences and devotional poems illuminate the pages



of this extraordinary book acknowledged worldwide for his professional
experience in guiding people along the spiritual path particularly through
the mysteries of advanced yogic practice dr edwards is a gifted and
compassionate guide his devotional journey will inspire all who read his book
it is destined to become a classic in the field olivia ames hoblitzelle
author ten thousand joys ten thousand sorrows a couple s journey through
alzheimer s this book is state of the art a very ancient art brought up to
date edwards explores spiritual principles with his unique expertise in
psychology neuroscience meditation training and spiritual traditions in fact
we believe that to date this is the most comprehensive discussion of the
universal life force known as kundalini in eastern thought and holy spirit in
the west western psychology has mapped our psychological and emotional
development western medicine has mapped our physical development now edwards
shows us in unprecedented depth each step of our spiritual development
through easy to understand stages that are also practical toward the end of
this excellent read edwards helped us to experience the realization that we
humans are capable of and entitled to the wonder and splendor of each moment
charles l whitfield md author of choosing god a birdseye view of a course in
miracles barbara h whitfield rt author of spiritual awakenings insights of
the near death experience and other doorways to our soul wise elegant and
inspiring lee lyon founder director of the foundation for integrative
meditation this book makes me very happy first as a woman it is fundamentally



reorienting to read the work of a man who is so joyfully devoted to the
wisdom and transformative power of the divine feminine shakti kundalini as a
psychiatrist it is immeasurably helpful to have a clear framework to
understand the gift of the extraordinary consciousness beyond our usual body
mind perspective understanding the creative process of shakti s unfolding in
the evolution of our self is a much needed perspective in interpreting the
physical mental and emotional challenges that can arise in us whether or not
we are actively seeking to cultivate the vital flow of kundalini interweaving
poetry with thoughtful prose dr edwards provides detailed guidance for
exploring meditative techniques and other tools to work with this ancient
tradition in our everyday lives further he provides a balanced treatment of
the psychological process encountered in inner work including important
discussions on the healthful role of the ego mind in the process of kundalini
awakening and support for working with our shadow essential but often
neglected topics in spiritual guidance our understanding of the human journey
is greatly aided by the illuminating and practical wisdom provided here it is
an inspiring reference manual for my work with others there is a rich array
of teachings for everyone from the layperson to the professional rev mary o
malley md phd psychiatrist



Reaching True Peace
2022-06-09

what kundalini is and why we need it kundalini yoga is an accessible practice
for sharpening your mind finding balance in your daily life increasing your
body s strength and developing a connection to the divine filled with quick
one three and eleven minute exercises this book is designed to help you begin
or embolden your own personal kundalini practice explore simple breathing
techniques to bring the hemispheres of the brain into equilibrium work
through postures also known as asanas that move your body into proper
alignment discover mantras to amplify your intentions and activate the energy
center of the chakras as well as mudras to direct the intention of your
practice and create lasting change in easily digestible chapters erin
elizabeth downing shares kundalini basics nutritional wisdom tips for
balancing the masculine and feminine energies of the body and much more you
will discover more than fifty hands on practices for specific physical and
spiritual needs such as detoxifying your body pushing past blockages and
expanding your vital life force energy throughout your body



Kundalini and the Violet Flame
2013-10-01

this is an autobiographical account of what happens to the mind and body when
the kundalini is aroused spontanteously it describes the perils upheavals and
final balanced entry into another dimension as well at the traditional hindu
theories about this force back cover

Awakening Kundalini
2021-11-08

jung and eastern thought is an assessment of the impact of the east on jung s
life and teaching along with the strong and continuing interest in the
psychology of carl jung is a growing awareness of the extent to which eastern
thought especially indian ideas influenced his thinking this book identifies
those influences that he found useful and those he rejected in hindu buddhist
and taoist cultures yoga is a central conception and practice jung was at
once fascinated and critical of yoga part i of the book examines jung s
encounter with yoga and his strong warning against the uncritical adoption of
yoga by the modern west in part ii jung s love hate relationship with eastern



thought is examined in light of his attitude toward karma and rebirth
kundalini yoga mysticism and patanjali s yoga sutras coward s observations
are rounded out by contributions from j borelli and j jordens dr borelli s
annotated bibliography is an invaluable contribution to bibliographic
material on jung yoga and eastern religion a special feature is the
introduction by joseph henderson jung s most senior north american student
and one of the few jungians to have recognized the important influence of the
east on jung s thinking

Kundalini Yoga Demystified
1971

2nd edition a manual for those going through spiritual journeys and kundalini
awakenings listing symptoms practices and health suggestions to reassure the
reader that transmutation and the evolutionary process of metamorphosis is
both normal and essential to the deeper experience of being human
evolutionary biologists and neurologists may find some clues in this book to
aid their research



Kundalini
1971

headstart for happiness weaves together the enneagram system of personality
with kundalini yoga as taught by yogi bhajan to create a guide book for
deeper understanding of yourself and the world around you this guide book
leads you through your personality and the personalities of those around you
focusing on the unique strengths and gifts each type has to offer the world
providing you with tools for compassion this book offers a path to a more
harmonious peaceful world if you believe most conflict in the world is based
on misunderstandings this book is for you headstart for happiness includes 1
an enneagram type overview for each of the nine distinct personality types 2
the unique gifts each type offers to the world 3 tools for compassion if you
have someone of the type in your life what you need to know 4 the internal
experience of each type as reported directly by people of the type 5 next
steps towards happiness 6 a kundalini yoga kriya and meditation mapped to
each enneagram type the physical practice of kundalini yoga accelerates the
growth path for each enneagram type rooted in the narrative tradition this
guide draws on over 100 panel interviews in which people of each enneagram
type describe their experience as their specific type based on the idea that
nothing is more powerful than someone talking about their direct personal



experience this guide book leverages the testimonials of hundreds of people
mapping that direct experience to kundalini yoga kriyas and meditations to
address the sensitive issue of each type this manual offers a path towards
happiness highly accessible headstart for happiness can be used by absolute
beginners to advanced practitioners alike no prior knowledge of either system
is required each kundalini yoga kriya and meditation includes full
instruction and can be practiced by people of all physical conditions and
abilities if you can breathe you can do this practice

The Primal Power in Man
2011

you are not who you think you are here you can begin to re educate yourself
out of spiritual blindness and recognize your true self nature yoga
psychology offers a discipline for freeing yourself from life s miseries you
are invited to enter a path of meditative concentration and self inquiry
leading to deep self knowledge this path is founded on the proposition that
you can truly be yourself but that to be yourself you must first find and
know yourself when you have learned to let go of the delusions foisted on you
by social conditioning you will recognize your inherent freedom from misery
do not however think that this path is easy spiritual freedom requires that



you face and come to terms with the roots of your spiritual ignorance you
must face and master your inner demons

The Wisdom of the Body in Kundalini, Alchemy and
Individuation
1985-07-01

how does the soul relate to the body through the ages innumerable religious
and intellectual movements have proposed answers to this question many have
gravitated to the notion of the subtle body positing some sort of subtle
entity that is neither soul nor body but some mixture of the two simon cox
traces the history of this idea from the late roman empire to the present day
touching on how philosophers wizards scholars occultists psychologists and
mystics have engaged with the idea over the past two thousand years this
study is an intellectual history of the subtle body concept from its origins
in late antiquity through the renaissance into the euro american
counterculture of the 1960 s and 70 s it begins with a prehistory of the idea
rooted as it is in third century neoplatonism it then proceeds to the
signifier subtle body in its earliest english uses amongst the cambridge
platonists after that it looks forward to those orientalist fathers of



indology who in their earliest translations of sanskrit philosophy relied
heavily on the cambridge platonist lexicon and thereby brought indian
philosophy into what had hitherto been a distinctly platonic discourse at
this point the story takes a little reflexive stroll into the source of the
author s own interest in this strange concept looking at helena blavatsky and
the theosophical import expression and popularization of the concept cox then
zeroes in on aleister crowley focusing on the subtle body in fin de siècle
occultism finally he turns to carl jung his colleague frederic spiegelberg
and the popularization of the idea of the subtle body in the euro american
counterculture this book is for anyone interested in yogic somatic or
energetic practices and will be very useful to scholars and area specialists
who rely on this term in dealing with hindu daoist and buddhist texts

Jung and Eastern Thought
2020-06-10

this book begins by asking the questions who are we where do we come from
where are we going what are we living for why are we living the answers to
these questions can be discovered if one knows where and how to look no
matter who we are we feel fulfillment happiness and purpose inside of
ourselves these qualities are not felt outside of ourselves and cannot be



found in external things or circumstances similarly knowledge of ourselves
and our purpose cannot be found in external things but are found inside by
knowing what is in our hearts and minds by seeing what we usually ignore we
learn not only what we are capable of but also what prevents us from
developing our full potential by knowing ourselves we acquire the knowledge
of how to change for the better as we improve ourselves and awaken to our
true nature we spontaneously begin to radiate the light of divinity in
everything we do increasing our own happiness and spreading it to others this
is how we begin to live the gnostic message which states that the light of
the divine is within us by knowing ourselves we also learn about that light
and can bring it into the world to benefit everyone all things all
circumstances that occur outside ourselves on the stage of this world are
exclusively the reflection of what we carry within with good reason then we
can solemnly declare that the exterior is the reflection of the interior when
someone changes internally and if that change is radical then circumstances
life and the external also change samael aun weor this book reflects and
illuminates the spiritual psychology of all genuine religions and mystical
traditions with the practical guidance in this book anyone can awaken to see
the light for the divine for themselves



Biology of Kundalini
2021-06-20

your kundalini awakening experience starts right here as a spiritual seeker
you attracted this concept of kundalini awakening into your life as part of
your own spiritual journey this book is meant to serve as an all inclusive
guide to the knowledge of a kundalini awakening so that you will have the
capability to awaken it and recognize its presence in your life it is my hope
that by the end of this book you will depart with knowledge of kundalini s
historical context a thorough understanding of what it means why it is
important how it is awakened and a strong comprehension of the results
advantages and even the potential side effects of this type of awakening this
book will also examine some of the scientific facts that support kundalini s
existence and its potential to assist you in your journey through life after
experiencing this awakening for yourself this book presents not only the
great advantages of a kundalini awakening but it also describes the potential
dangers as to provide a fair and balanced approach it features the facts
found throughout history an explanation of what the experience is like and a
comprehensive approach in regards to how you can channel and retain the
awakened state within you i hope to provide you with a clear understanding of
how and why this experience might be relevant to you i will also address some



of the observations that have been seen over the course of thousands of years
ever since this energy was first mentioned in religious texts i will also
provide tips and suggestions for how to prevent a potentially harmful
spiritual awakening which might occur if you are not prepared for this
powerful experience let this book serve as your personal guide throughout
your spiritual journey here is a preview of what you ll learn kundalini
history and origin the meaning of kundalini kundalini awakening benefits and
power how to awaken kundalini kundalini tips and suggestions the signs of a
kundalini awakening life after a kundalini awakening potential side effects
of kundalini and much more knowledge is the first step towards kundalini
awakening and you can start right now with this book

When the Light Breaks Through
2016-03-16

kundalini awakening delivers a universe of easy benefits for readers seeking
to find relaxation harmony and inner peace kundalini awakening demystifies
the complex science of kundalini in a compelling content of a full
understanding of the seven chakras from the first root chakra located at the
base of the spine to the brain s crown chakra the power of mantras and
complete instructions for their use breathing techniques for relaxation and



stress reduction meditation exercises using the guided imagery and the
magnificent full color chakra paintings of zachary selig that clarify the
color coding of the chakras kundalini awakening presents a dynamic
humanization solution through chakra models framed in meditations to address
the challenges in our world and the way we interact with ourselves

Headstart for Happiness
2006-04

the majority of jungian depth psychological analysis of kundalini has been
hermeneutical in nature both c g jung and james hillman suggested that
kundalini as an aspect of eastern spiritual practice was not appropriate for
westerners yet experiences of kundalini appear to be occurring with
increasing frequency for westerners this research explores how experiences of
kundalini impacted five people in the united states including the researcher
herself using the methodology of organic inquiry the research provides
stories from interviews art and writing resulting from embodied active
imagination work and dreams recorded during the interview process specific
areas of focus also included tracking synchronicities and noting emotional
and psychological challenges and reactions to experiences of kundalini the
research was conducted with the intention of answering the questions in what



ways might depth psychology be complementary to or supportive in
understanding and integrating a kundalini experience how might kundalini
further inform depth psychology s understanding about the effects of numinous
experience on the personality the findings showed that kundalini frequently
brought psychological complexes to conscious awareness kundalini often acted
as a transcendent function and synchronicities increased it also appeared
that for people with early childhood trauma the psyche might initially
experience kundalini as a threat as an eros rather than logos way of knowing
kundalini offers depth psychologists a phenomenological perspective into how
psyche may grapple with and be transformed by numinous experiences

Yoga Psychology
2022-05-18

The Subtle Body
2013-05



Treatise of Revolutionary Psychology
2017-01-28

Kundalini
2009-07-22

Kundalini Awakening
2018

Re-visioning Kundalini
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